Good Morning All,
Another Sunday already! The time seems to be flying
by in the build up to Christmas & I still only have one
of the gifts that I need!
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Going to send my great nieces who live down south
Next gift cards so their Mum can take them clothes
shopping, as sadly they don’t believe any longer.
I am also arranging to go shopping with my nephews
partner here to buy new clothes for their two, so that
only leaves my nieces three………
The newsletter is totally crammed this morning so a
lot of previews to explain, so I had better get down to
business.

Sunday, November 11, 2018

Image 1: The current paper collection Starry Skies is
about half uploaded, so another couple of weeks or
so left on file.
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Image 2: The other modern Christmas card kit that I
mentioned last week, as I said at the time oddly I
came up with them at different times?
Here there is only one main star that I have
decoupaged ready for you to layer up, but I have
given you some smaller ones to play with, plus a
blank greeting panel in case you want to use one of
your own.
Image 3: The final card kit in the cake pictures,
though I do have a couple of layered topper sheets
still on file for you.
Images 4 & 5: Another of the layered & mirrored
toppers from the costume file, but this time I will be
uploading the backing sheet that I created to
accompany it.
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Images 6 & 7: As above but using three different images
that I have layered for you, with one of the backing
papers that I designed to accompany the whole set.
You may have realized by now that I am previewing way
more than the usual seven uploads plus the paper
collection - & I still haven’t decided which will be the bonus
sheet/s yet. But when I do decide I will simply upload the
extras to their appropriate page on the website this
morning, after I publish this newsletter.
Image 8: Another of those one page 2019 calendars that I
came up with, simple but pretty.
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Image 9: A proper Christmas decoupage now featuring
Santa himself, I was thinking of trying to cut off the
original greeting but in the end decided to keep it after
all.
Image 10: Just a stray backing paper that I have had on
file for ages, as you can see it is a Christmas theme with
holly leaves with berries.
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Below that is Image 11 as I couldn’t fit it in otherwise:
One of those oval decoupages that I have been creating
for you, I thought you may have been bored with them by
now but the page still has a following, so I thought I would
upload another one to refresh the page a bit.
Images 12 & 13: More sheets that I have had on file for
ages are these Seasonal Greetings, in a variety of
different colours & I have decided to use these as the
bonus sheets to accompany this newsletter this morning.
Not sure what I am going to do with my day, as I only
have the bed to change this morning as I did all of the
housework yesterday……..?
Catch up with you all later as usual.

Rita x

